
ProtekPAK: WHEREVER YOU ARE, WE ARE HERE.

MULTI-PURPOSE 
PROTECTION

: 

Health Canada approved personal sanitizer that protects much more
than just your hands. 



CLEANS & SANITIZES

This 70 % ethyl alcohol spray eliminates bacteria, microbes, and viruses. It’s Health Canada approved, 
safe for hands, and can also be used as a hard surface cleaner for toilet seats, shopping carts, door 
handles, transit seats, school desks, workstations—even your ProtekSHIELD frame and visor. And 
it’s pocket-sized in a spray format for your convenience.

When hand sanitizer shortages surfaced during the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, readily available, 
well-priced hand sanitizer was worth its weight in gold. Enter ProtekSAN sanitizer

Using hand sanitizer is one of the most effective ways to protect yourself from the coronavirus —but only 
if you’re applying it correctly. Hand sanitizers containing at least 60% alcohol can be used to eliminate 
germs in situations where soap and water aren’t available, according to the American Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC).

But it only works if you’ve used enough. Before using the product, the CDC recommends reading the label 
first to ensure the correct amount of sanitizer is being applied.

“Although alcohol-based hand sanitizers can inactivate many types of microbes very effectively when used 
correctly, people may not use a large enough volume of the sanitizers,” the agency said.

Distribution of the product is also key.
Hand sanitizer should be applied to one palm before rubbing the hands together, the CDC instructs. 
While rubbing, the liquid should be spread all over the hands and fingers, covering all surfaces until 
completely dry. This process should take around 20 seconds.

Elimination of bacteria and viruses
70% technical-grade ethyl alcohol
Liquid spray is usable on hands
and hard surfaces 
Can be used to sanitize ProtekSHIELD
frame and visors
Health Canada-approved 
FDA Approved
100ml pocket-sized
500ml bottle

THE RIGHT WAY TO SANITIZE

ProtekSAN FACTS & FEATURES:



1. It’s waterless

One of the biggest benefits of using hand sanitizer over soap is that
you don’t need to be near a sink. There are many instances where the
need to rinse your hands is highly inconvenient, e.g., 
Lack of nearby running water, or a long line at a public restroom.

2. It’s portable

 

Portability makes ProtekSAN a smart choice for protecting your hands from germs throughout the day. 
Keep a bottle handy in your pocket or briefcase to use after you come in contact with surfaces in public 
spaces. Food trucks and other street food vendors won’t have a place for you to wash your hands before 
eating. Having your own ProtekSAN gives you the option to clean your hands before you eat.

3. It kills microorganisms

It’s very common for bacteria—not viruses—to live on your hands.
Still, you want the option to remove both while you’re out on the go.

Bacteria on your hands usually fall into two categories: resident
and transient. The resident bacteria lives underneath a thin layer
of skin cells on your hands. 

Transient bacteria live just on the surface and are easily removed.
When you use hand sanitizer or wash your hands, you’re mostly removing transient bacteria.

According to the CDC, soap and water are better than hand sanitizers at removing germs like norovirus, 
cryptosporidium, and clostridioides difficile, and some harsh chemicals. But hand sanitizers still kill many 
germs on the surface of your skin. Unlike soap, ProtekSAN kill germs on contact. ProtekSAN has 70% 
Ethyl alcohol to kill as many microorganisms as possible. 

6 GOOD REASONS TO USE HAND SANITIZER

4. It’s shareable

ProtekSAN is great to have because it’s easy to share in groups.
One Harvard study showed that most people aren’t truthful

about washing their hands after using public restrooms.
If you’re in a group setting, share your hand sanitizer before
sharing a meal with friends or coworkers. This cuts back on

having to trust that everyone practices the same level of hygiene.

You can never replace the use of hand sanitizer with hand
soap while on the go. Soap isn’t portable and won’t remove any
pathogens from your hands unless you have water to rinse 
them off.
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IN PROTECTION FROM ProtekPAK

5. It’s not bacteria-resistant

Bacteria won’t become resistant to the ingredients of hand
sanitizer like they can with soap. Antibacterial soaps contain

triclosan, which has been suspected of worsening the strains
of antibiotic-resistant bacteria on the hands.

There are no similar concerns with hand sanitizer.
The active ingredient in hand sanitizer is alcohol.
Alcohol has been used for thousands of years as

an antiseptic. It kills bacteria by dissolving it.

 
6. It’s fast and easy to use

A common reason people don’t wash their hands is that it’s
faster just to walk away after using the bathroom. If you’ve
got to walk to the bathroom before getting a snack and you’re
really hungry, it’s easy to find an excuse to skip hand washing
in order to satisfy your hunger faster.

ProtekSAN is far more convenient because it’s fast.
There’s no washing with soap and water for 20 seconds
to make sure you’ve removed all germs.
Simply rub for a few seconds and go.

Benefits of Using ProtekPAK to Prevent Illness

The benefits of ProtekSAN during a viral outbreak are tremendous. Killing pathogens on your hands can 
be the difference between infecting someone you love with germs or keeping your family safe.

If you’re especially germophobic, spray ProtekSAN into the hands of everyone in the group instead of 
passing the bottle around. This creates a completely touchless situation for everyone. 
 


